NEW CANVAS GRADEBOOK INTRO
September 5, Thursday, 2:00-3:00 PM, Neil Rodriguez (Moody Library G42)
A new gradebook is now available in Canvas that includes features to provide a better overall experience for faculty. Although many of the core gradebook features will remain the same, some functions have moved to a different location or changed the way you access them. You will leave able to easily record your students’ scores & perform calculations.

WORKING WITH CANVAS TEMPLATES – 2 SESSIONS IN 2 FORMATS - LUNCH & LEARN & WEBINAR
September 10, Tuesday, 12:30-1:30, Dr. John Solis (Moody Library G42, Catered Meal)
October 18, Friday, 10:00-11:00, Dr. John Solis (Online format)
OTLS now offers multiple Canvas course templates with each providing a unique standard for design and format. The use of course templates can save faculty a significant amount of development time while implementing best practices in course design. We will discuss the benefits, see Quality Matters (QM) Standards alignment, & explore each template.

TURNITIN TRAINING - WEBINAR
September 16, Monday, 10:00-11:00, facilitated by Neil Rodriguez
The Canvas Plagiarism Framework offers an easy way to use Turnitin in your Canvas courses to help identify and combat possible plagiarism. This webinar will be led by representatives from Turnitin who will review all the basic components of Turnitin, how you can enable it in your Canvas courses, and will be followed by a brief Q&A session.

VIDEO INTEGRATION: CHOOSE YOUR OWN STORY
September 25, Wednesday, 2:30-3:30, Dr. Becky Sue Parton (Creekmore room in Jesse Jones Library)
Adding video elements to your course can make it more personable, engaging, and interactive! The options are endless so you will help us decide what specific tools to cover by filling out a quick survey when you register. Some options will be screencasts, voice over lectures, editing tools, mobile device capture, GIFs, video quizzes, captioning, & more! BYOD.

BONGO VIDEO ASSESSMENTS
October 1, Tuesday, 2:00-3:00, Neil Rodriguez (Moody Library G42)
Bongo is a new video assessment tool that will allow professors to assess students’ soft skills through asynchronous video assignments. This hands-on workshop will review all the basic components of Bongo and how to use it in Canvas.

ALEXA BLUE PRINTS: BUILD & BEAM CODE-FREE CUSTOM REVIEWS – LUNCH & LEARN
October 7, Monday, 12:00-1:00, Dr. Becky Sue Parton (Creekmore room in Jesse Jones Library, Catered Meal)
Take advantage of the new age of smart home devices! In this fun session, we will use Alexa’s Blue Prints to pick a review interaction such as flash cards or a trivia game and populate it with our own course content. Then, we will learn how to share the skill with our students’ devices & encourage them to engage with the material in their own space.

CANVAS TRICKS & TREATS: BITE-SIZED EDITION
October 31, Halloween Thursday, 10-11:30, OTLS Team (Jesse Jones 200; Edible Treats & Giveaways too!)
We have a special workshop for you this year so come ready to hear from the whole OTLS team as we share some tricks of the trade and treat you to some insight into Canvas. Each presenter will have 15 minutes. See Schedule online.

CIDI LABS: DESIGN CANVAS COURSES LIKE A PRO
November 6, Wednesday, 1:30-2:30, Dr. John Solis (Moody Library G42)
Have you ever thought your Canvas course functions great, but doesn’t look very inviting? If so, join us for an exciting look at Cidi Labs – a brand new design tool Baylor purchased. It is easy to use and can dramatically alter your course with templates, styled pages/icons, and organizing elements. See a demo and sample courses!

THE BENEFITS OF A GAMEFUL APPROACH TO COURSE DESIGN - WEBINAR
November 12, Tuesday, 4:00-5:00, Dr. Becky Sue Parton
What makes games so appealing to play? Those same concepts can be integrated into the design of your online course to promote personal planning, healthy competition, & Christian character development! It’s not about creating or using an actual game – it is about applying principles from the field of gaming. We will look at a course & discuss lessons learned.

SIGN UP AT: https://www.baylor.edu/lib/factech/id
Canvas 101 Sessions also available in August & December. See web.